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contact and the lost motion is taken up by the shaft following down as wear occurs. In collar thrust bearings for horizontal shafts the design is such that the bearing for each collar is separate and, adjustable. The pressure4 on the different collars may thus be equalised.*
143. Lubrication of Journals/!*—The best method of lubrication is that in which the rubbing surfaces are constantly submerged in a bath of lubricating fluid. This method should be employed wherever possible if the pressure and surface velocity are high. Unfortunately it cannot bo used in the majority of cases. It is not necessary that the whole surface be submerged. If a part of the moving surface runs in the oil-bath it is sufficient.:): The same result is accomplished by the use of chains and rings encircling the journals and clipping into oil-pockets, as described later in this section. The effect is to form a complete film of oil enveloping the journal. To allow this it is evident that the bore of the bearing must be slightly greater than the diameter of the journal and a good value to use for "running fit allowances'1 is o.ooi inch per inch of diameter. The oil film may be conceived to be made up of a series of layers, the one next the bearing surface remaining stationary with regard to it, while the layer in immediate contact with the shaft rotates with the latter. The intermediate layers, therefore, slip upon each other as the shaft rotates and the friction becomes very closely akin to "fluid friction'5 with the bearing floating
* For complete and varied details of marine thrust-heartn#s nee "Maw's Modern Practice in Marine Engineering,"
f Sec    Lubrication and Lubricants/' by Archbutt and I>eclvy» London.
J Tower's experiments, Proe. Insl, M. K., 188,$ and 1885. sit further Prof. Reynolds' paper "On the Theory of Lubrication," Phil, Trans,, 1886, Part I, pp. 157-234-
§ Professor Reynolds slates, in Phil. Trans., 1880, Part i»p, im, that if viscosity were constant the friction would be inversely proportional to the difference in radii of the journal and the bearing.

